FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, August 28, 2018
OCULYS HEALTH INFORMATICS INC.
NEW CEO TO DRIVE GROWTH THROUGH IMPROVED EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT
EXPERIENCES
Kitchener, ON – With hospital emergency department wait times on the rise, Ontario-based
health-tech innovator, Oculys Health Informatics Inc. (“Oculys”), is poised to scale. The
company’s Board of Directors is pleased to announce it has appointed experienced technology
leader Angela Mondou as Chief Executive Officer. Ms. Mondou’s mandate is to drive Oculys’
North American growth.
Recognized as a Lazaridis Scale-up Company and OMERS Venture 100 HealthTech company
worth watching, Oculys is known as the early mover in designing technology informatics solutions
for healthcare leaders. “We take our role as health-tech leaders very seriously “ says Oculys
Board Chairman, Mr. Thomas Hunter. “After seven years leading in this space, and with
increasing demand for our solutions, we are making a concerted commitment to scale up the
company, and have recruited past BlackBerry Director and Canadian Air Force Veteran, Angela
Mondou, as incoming CEO. With over 20 years experience leading technology teams in North
America and globally, we are extremely confident that Angela will take this company to the next
level.”
Hospital emergency departments are feeling increasing pressures from rising volumes and
capacity pressures that are delaying admitted patient flow. “Just last year, emergency
department’s length of stay increased by 11 per cent in Canada,” says Mondou. “Our technology
is extremely well positioned to make a difference in hospital performance, patient flow, and length
of stay in hospitals in North America and beyond. I’m honored to have the opportunity to lead an
organization that is making a difference in both hospital leaders’ and patients‘ lives.”
Oculys products, such as PrEDict, which broadcasts hospital’s emergency department wait times
to the community, along with Performance, which tracks patient flow, helps hospital teams with
real-time visibility into departmental availability and capacity. The company’s stayTrack
technology helps reduce patients’ length of stay. The company’s technology is available in over
40 hospitals.
“We believe we can double our hospital client base in the next two years, but more importantly,
our vision is to positively impact healthcare delivery across North America”, Ms. Mondou added
confidently.
Ms. Mondou, is taking over from industry veteran Franck Hivert. Mr. Hivert led the award-winning
company through many accomplishments including the early stages of product development and
adoption. Mr. Hivert will remain on the company’s Board of Directors.
ABOUT OCULYS:
Oculys Health Informatics is an award-winning healthcare company that provides a suite of
unique real-time solutions aimed at addressing the challenges of health care leaders,
physicians, clinicians and patients, in an accurate and accessible visual format. By enabling a
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comprehensive view of total operations from any device at any time, Oculys provides hospital
management teams with game changing decision-support.
For more information:
amanda@oculys.com
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